New Jersey Department of Education
Approved Principal Practice Evaluation Instruments* as of May 1, 2015*

Principal Practice Evaluation Instruments:

- Focal Point Principal Evaluation Instrument
- H.E.A.T. Principal Evaluation Instrument
- Lenape’s Principal Evaluation System
- Leverage Leadership Performance Model
- Marzano’s School Leadership Evaluation Model
- Mid-Continent Research for Education and Learning (McREL) Balanced Leadership: Principal Evaluation System
- Multidimensional Leadership Performance System
- Multidimensional Principal Performance Rubric
- New Jersey Principal Evaluation for Professional Learning (NJPEPL)
- New Leaders Principal Evaluation Rubric
- Newark Public Schools Leadership Framework
- Principal Evaluation and Improvement Instrument
- Rhode Island Model: Building Administrator Evaluation & Support Model (Edition II)
- School Advance Educator Evaluation System and Administrator Evaluation Tools
- Stronge Leader Effectiveness Performance Evaluation Model
- The Marshall Principal Evaluation Rubrics
- The New Jersey LoTi Principal Evaluation Instrument
- The Thoughtful Classroom Principal Effectiveness Framework (TCPEF)

*Instruments are approved only as version/edition specified here; districts that make modifications to an approved instrument must submit the instrument with modifications for separate review through RFO process.*

**This list is not inclusive of seven districts with approved evaluation instruments. Each district asked that their evaluation instruments not be published.**